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G R AV U R E

On the Mark
One Montreal printer circled the globe, only to find its
gravure solutions right down the street.
AS LABEL PRINTERS in North America go, Renaissance
Mark stands with the best when it comes to production facilities and top-shelf clients. Kraft, Pepsi, Seagram’s, Nestle,
and Lipton are just a handful of brands that call upon the Denver-based company to create eye-catching label products. In
order to maintain a position near the top of the food chain,
Renaissance Mark’s 11 plants throughout the continent are
constantly working with clients to provide the latest in production, finishing, and technical capabilities.
A little over 12 years ago, the Montreal plant began
to recognize that its customers—and the market in
general—were showing signs that they would
soon be requiring different capabilities than what
the plant was able to provide.
More specifically, according to
Product Development Manager Cedric
Copin, wine and spirits clients were
seeking ways to attain different
enhancements on their product labels,
such as opaque inks, high-definition
metallic inks, and coatings.
“In 1991, we were looking for a new
printing press that could incorporate
new features that our customers were looking
for, as well as seamlessly continuing our standard day-today operation,” Copin recalls. “Our new press couldn’t just
be gravure or just offset. Gravure, for instance, would have
been too costly in terms of tooling and could only produce
on certain long runs.
“[Renaissance Mark] required a press that could handle short
runs, as well as other different processes like embossing and
diecutting.”
Never a company to back down from a challenge,
Renaissance Mark researched and began an international
search for their perfect press.
In the end, after thousands of
by Sean M. Riley
frequent flyer miles, endless
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nights at look-alike hotels, and

hours spent listening to proposal after proposal, a solution
was found right in the same Quebec area code.
Together with RDP Marathon, Renaissance Mark evaluated
the different options that the new hybrid press would need in
order to provide the best combination printing solution. RDP
President Eric Short remembers the early days of the unique relationship.
“Nobody had an approach for exactly how or what this press
was going to be when the partnership started,” Short says.
“After the initial agreement, over 18 months were
spent creating this idea from a blank sheet of
paper, complete with defined specs for gravure
and offset. When completed, the
press was a real breakthrough at
the time, and incredibly state of
the art.”
State of the art or not, the new
RDP LG 200 Variable Size
Press was little more than an
untapped tool, when it was
handed over to Renaissance
Mark, Short says. Protocols
were established and gravure
training was set up, but all the teaching in
the world couldn’t provide the hands-on experience through
experimenting that went on 24/7 at the plant.
Not only were Renaissance Mark’s goals met with this new
LG 200 process, but they quickly found the upside to be as
unlimited as the imagination of the end user.
“We have always challenged the [RDP LG 200] with new substrates and other variables that will enhance the products. We’ve
expanded from roll to sheet and now we can emboss, perforate,
and laminate in line, as well as incorporate the flexo process and
gluing capabilities,” says Copin. “Every time we have wanted to
challenge the press it has come through.”
RDP was also very happy with the results as Short continues to
call on the relationship with Renaissance Mark to this day, when
other printers ask him for samples of a working RDP press. pP
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